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“24th International Congress on Management Sciences 2019” was very excellent conference with an amazing program and great speakers. It was a splendidous event regarding both intellectuality and we are very fortunate for completing Management Sciences 2019 very successful with all our speakers, delegates, Researchers, Students, Media Partners, Associations and Exhibitors. Euro Management Sciences 2019 was organized by the Conference Series LLC Ltd. held during May 13 - 14, 2019 at Paris, France based on the theme “Providing a global platform to explore and enhance the future of Management Sciences”. Great response and active participation were received from the members of organizing committee along with Scientists, Researchers, Students and leaders from various fields like Investment, Marketing Management, Economics of Standards.

Euro Management Sciences 2020 Conference was a favorable meet encourages us for gatherings of Management Sciences. Conference Series LLC Ltd. is very glad to announce its “25th International Congress on Management Sciences” on theme “To explore the future of medicine in Management Sciences” Organized on June 24-25, 2020 at Amsterdam, Netherlands.

This gathering is all about exploring the innovative ideas regarding the concepts of Telecommunications, Currency, Life marketing, Inflation, Stock Exchange, Exchange Rate, Investment, Marketing Management, Economics of Standards, Modern Inputs, Technological Change, Microfinance, etc. and which includes promotion of keynotes, workshops, presentations, exhibition, oral talks, poster presentations. Market worth $934.8 billion in 2018 and will reaches $1170 billion in 2021, increasing at 5.8% globally, according to a recent market research report.

These gatherings are significant elements for growing the market globally. Management Sciences 2020 invites the entire industrialist, professors, associate professors, and PhD scholars, researchers, Scientists to explore and share their knowledge in the field of Management Sciences.
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